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Abstract

Animal diseases-related news articles are rich
in information useful for risk assessment. In
this paper, we explore a method to automat-
ically retrieve sentence-level epidemiological
information. Our method is an incremental ap-
proach to create and expand patterns at both
lexical and syntactic levels. Expert knowl-
edge input are used at different steps of the
approach. Distributed vector representations
(word embedding) were used to expand the pat-
terns at the lexical level, thus alleviating man-
ual curation. We showed that expert validation
was crucial to improve the precision of auto-
matically generated patterns.

1 Introduction

The ability to rapidly recognise emerging and re-
emerging animal infectious diseases is a critical
global health priority. Early warning is crucial
for the quick implementation of effective control
strategies at global and local levels (Heymann and
Rodier, 2001). In recent decades, several outbreaks
have highlighted the limitations of conventional
disease surveillance, which is hampered by de-
layed detection and latency of the communication
channels (Ben Jebara and Shimshony, 2006). The
growing availability of digital data represents an
unprecedented source of real-time disease infor-
mation. Online news, social media and electronic
health records are among the so-called informal
sources that have proven to be valuable sources
of disease information (Soto et al., 2008; Wilson
and Brownstein, 2009). Their mainstreaming into
surveillance systems, via the epidemic intelligence
(EI) concept, has been a game-changer for disease
surveillance and control. EI integrates two com-
ponents in a single surveillance system: indicator-
based surveillance (collection of structured data
through traditional surveillance systems) and event-
based surveillance (collection of unstructured data

from informal sources, such as online news articles)
(Paquet et al., 2006). Event-based surveillance
(EBS) systems increasingly marshal text-mining
methods to alleviate the amount of manual curation
of the continuous flow of free text from informal
sources (Hartley et al., 2010).
Animal-health online news articles are rich in dif-
ferent types of epidemiological information. For
instance, news articles that report an outbreak often
also describe outbreak control measures or eco-
nomic impacts, share information about the out-
break source or draw attention to a given area at
risk. Those elements may be of relevance to EI
teams to assess risks associated with the occur-
rence of an outbreak.
In this paper, our objective is to value new types
of epidemiological information contained in news.
We describe a pattern-based method to automati-
cally retrieve sentence-level epidemiological infor-
mation. Empirically, sentence-level seems more
homogeneous in terms of the topic than the whole
news content. Our method is an incremental ap-
proach to create and expand patterns at both lexical
and syntactic levels, with expert knowledge input.
The learnt patterns can be further integrated into
EBS systems.

2 Related work

2.1 Information retrieval from
disease-related news

Information retrieval methods implemented in EBS
systems broadly encompass three tasks: (1) docu-
ment classification, (2) named entity extraction and
(3) event extraction.

Most classification approaches in EBS systems
focus on the binary news relevance, so as to filter
out irrelevant ones (Conway et al., 2009; Doan
et al., 2007; Torii et al., 2011; Valentin et al., 2020).
Other classification frames assign a broad thematic
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label to the news, such as “outbreak-related” or
“socioeconomic” (Zhang et al., 2009). When a
news piece contains several topics, a single-label
classifier has to decide on a topic (i.e. a label)
among the other ones, which usually decreases the
classification performance (Zhang et al., 2009).

Named entities extraction (NER) focuses on
the detection of both epidemiological entities (e.g.
virus, symptom) and domain unspecific entities
(e.g. locations, dates). Event extraction consists in
identifying the news narratives, by extracting the
set of epidemiological entities describing a specific
outbreak-event, also called attributes. The extrac-
tion of fine-grained temporal information such as
the beginning and end of an event (Chanlekha et al.,
2010), or thematic attributes such as the transmis-
sion mode (Conway et al., 2010).

None of the available tasks described here above
suits the needs of our current work. Document-
based classification is not precise enough to detect
the variety of information contained in a single
piece of news. Named entities and event extraction
mainly focus on the spatio-temporal attributes of
events, and partly address the potential of other
types of epidemiological information. Midway
between these two approaches, (Zhang and Liu,
2007) proposed a sentence-based annotation to de-
tect outbreak-related sentences, while recognising
that a news piece contains many sentences with dif-
ferent semantic meanings. However, as the primary
goal was outbreak detection, outbreak-unrelated
sentences (e.g. describing treatment or preven-
tion) were all merged into one negative category.
Based to this approach, we precisely aim to auto-
matically retrieve epidemiological information at
the sentence-level, broadening the binary outbreak-
related/unrelated categories.

2.2 Pattern-based methods

In EBS systems, as well as in the biomedical liter-
ature, pattern-based approaches have been mainly
used for named entities, event and relation extrac-
tion tasks (Wang et al., 2018). For instance, the
EBS systems MedISys detects event from health-
related news based on the Pattern-based Under-
standing and Learning System (PULS) (Du et al.,
2016). PULS relies on a cascade of patterns ap-
plied to each sentence of the news article content to
extract the event attributes. Patterns use both syn-
tactical and semantic information of the sentence,
such as:

NP(disease) VP(kill) NP(victim) [ ’in’
NP(location) ]

This pattern matches a noun phrase (NP) of se-
mantic type, i.e. “disease”; a verb phrase (VP)
headed by the verb “kill” (or its synonyms in the
ontology) and has the adverbial phrase “so far”, etc.
The square brackets indicate an optional match. If
the location is omitted in the sentence, it is inferred
from the surrounding context. Verb phrases are not
rigid and allow the presence of modifier elements,
such as the auxiliary verb (e.g. “has”) or adverb
(e.g. “so far”) (Steinberger et al., 2008).

Patterns can be generated manually or automati-
cally. Manual construction typically relies on do-
main expert proposals, thereby achieving high pre-
cision. Such method is time-consuming and have
two major shortcoming regarding the pattern gener-
alisation: (i) the vocabulary is limited to the expert
knowledge, and (ii) the syntactic structure may be
rigid. Even if expert-based patterns may achieve
high precision, the problem of recall, or coverage,
is critical. Thus, weakly supervised and unsuper-
vised methods have gained some popularity due
to the marked reduction in the amount of manual
curation they require (Ghosh et al., 2017; Ibekwe-
Sanjuan et al., 2011; Yangarber, 2003). For in-
stance, bootstrapping methods can generate pat-
terns automatically from a pre-classified training
corpus or from seed patterns (Jones et al., 1999;
Thelen and Riloff, 2002). (Ibekwe-Sanjuan et al.,
2011) used the local context of seed patterns, i.e.
their surrounding words, to generate variants. This
method relied on the assumption that patterns oc-
curring in the same context tend to have the same
semantic meaning, i.e. the paradigm of word em-
bedding models. To our knowledge, the pattern-
based approach was not evaluated to retrieve other
types of epidemiological information in news ar-
ticles. In line with (Ghosh et al., 2017; Ibekwe-
Sanjuan et al., 2011), we propose an incremental
approach integrating both word embedding and ex-
pert knowledge to expand patterns, in the sentence
retrieval context. We propose two types of pattern
expansion: (i) lexical and (ii) syntactical.

3 Method

3.1 Corpus
We used a publicly available corpus of news arti-
cles, that was annotated by four epidemiologists
following specific guidelines (Valentin et al., 2019).
The news articles are split in sentences and each
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sentence has two levels of annotation (i.e. two
labels). The first annotation level aims at iden-
tifying the relevant sentences, i.e. the sentences
describing a current, hypothetical (at risk) or past
outbreak event. The second annotation level, called
”Information type”, characterises the epidemiolog-
ical topic (fine-grained information). To evaluate
retrieval methods on sufficient class sizes, we in-
creased the annotated corpus (32 news articles, 486
sentences) with 56 additional news articles. We
obtained a final corpus containing 1,245 sentences
(from 87 news articles). From this initial corpus
(1,245 sentences), 161 sentences were labelled as
irrelevant. The subset of sentences for Informa-
tion type classification hence consisted of 1,084
sentences (Table 1).

Table 1: Number of sentences per Information type
category.

Category No. of sentences
Protection and control
measures

401

Descriptive epidemiology 310
Concern and risk factors 110
General epidemiology 109
Economic and political
consequences

69

Transmission pathway 58
Distribution 27

3.2 Approach

In this section, we aim at identifying sentences
from specific classes based on the patterns they
contain. We opted for the pattern definition of Du
and Yangarber, 2015, i.e. a pattern consists in “a
place-holder for specific tokens (terms) and their
surrounding context”. The surrounding context
may be fixed, and the token may be the variable.
For instance, “X was detected in Y”, where X is a
disease and Y a location.

We evaluated a semi-automated and incremental
process. In this approach, an expert is at the core
of the process (Figure 1, steps 1 and 3). Indeed,
we believe that expert knowledge is particularly
suitable for the retrieval of fine-grained classes.
Our objective is to use a minimal set of sentences
(referred to as seed sentences) to identify patterns
specific to the class (seed patterns) and expand the
patterns at lexical and syntactical levels. All steps
are detailed in the following subsections.

The pattern extracted and expanded after steps
1, 2, 3 and 4 are hereafter referred to as PS (seed
patterns), PE1 (first expansion), PE2 (second ex-
pansion), and PE3 (third expansion).

Figure 1: Incremental pattern expansion.
In the pattern box, seed terms are indicated between
parentheses, and preceded by their POS. Terms vali-
dated by the expert are shown in green, and violet terms
correspond to terms added by the expert. For readabil-
ity, only the expansion of seed term ‘source’ is repre-
sented. The expansion steps (in orange) are detailed
hereafter. Evaluation is done after each step.

Manual extraction of patterns (step 1) This
first step aims at extracting an initial set of patterns
based on a minimal subset of sentences (seed
sentences). We relied on the expert to read each
seed sentence and identified one or several patterns
specific to the sentence class (seed patterns). For
instance, based on the seed sentence from Figure 1,
the identified pattern is:

NOUN(source)x
Seed term 1

ofthex
Surrounding context

NOUN(outbreak)x
Seed term 2

(PS)

Where source and outbreak are the seed terms
with of and the being linking words. Linking
words usually consists of prepositions (e.g. “of”,
“through”), adverbs or auxiliary verbs. Seed terms
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include all terms present in the seed pattern. In
our approach, seed terms include nouns, verbs (and
their preposition), and adjectives.To match the pat-
terns with sentences, we used the seed term lemmas
labelled with their part-of-speech (POS) to avoid
possible ambiguities between nouns and verbs. For
instance, the seed term NOUN(cause) matches both
nouns “cause” and “causes”, but does not match
conjugated forms of the verb “to cause”, such as
“causes” or “causes”.

Several patterns appeared to involve disease or
host as seed term, e.g. in “Investigators look for
swine fever links”. All disease names (including
acronyms) and host were thus replaced in the text
by the word “disease” and “host” respectively, so
that they could be represented by NOUN(disease)
and NOUN(host).

Automatic lexical expansion (step 2) At this
step, we aim at expanding extracted patterns (Ps)
at the lexical level. We focus on the seed terms, by
automatically generating closed terms. We used
a property of word embedding models, whereby
words are represented as vectors. The vector values
correspond to a densely distributed representation
of the word. The values are learned according to
the context in which the word appears, based on the
assumption that words that frequently appear in the
same context (i.e. surrounded by the same words)
tend to have the same meaning (Goldberg, 2017).
Words with common contexts have close vectors
in the produced vector space. Several pre-trained
word embeddings are publicly available, but train-
ing a word embedding model on corpus specific to
the target domain has been shown to improve per-
formances (Pyysalo et al., 2015). We thus decided
to train a word embedding model on a dataset of
animal-disease related news articles. We extracted
the news from PADI-web database, published from
February 20, 2014 to December 14, 2018. PADI-
web is an open-source EBS system dedicated to
animal health monitoring (Arsevska et al., 2018).
We obtained a training set of 35,577 news articles.
The training set length was 33,417,501 words, cor-
responding to a vocabulary of 464,536 single terms.
The corpus was tokenized and lemmatized using
the NLTK library (Bird and Loper, 2004). We
trained the Word2Vec model, developed by Tomas
Mikolov in 2013, which is one of the most popu-
lar techniques to learn word embedding (Mikolov
et al., 2013). We used the continuous bag-of-words
algorithm (CBOW) and we set the dimension for

the trained vectors to 300, which is the dimension
used in various studies (Mikolov et al., 2017, 2013;
Pennington et al., 2014). We used the default pa-
rameter for the window size (5 words)— while
setting the minimum word frequency at 10. In
Word2Vec, the metric used to calculate the distance
between two vectors is the standard cosine simi-
larity (Leeuwenberg et al., 2016). The closer the
cosine similarity between two word vectors is to
one, the more similar the words are according to
the model. Thus, for each word, cosine similarity
can be used to rank terms in decreasing order of
similarity.

For each seed term, we retrieved the K closest
terms based on word embedding cosine similarity.
For instance, the five closest terms for “source”
are “supplier”, “main”, “reservoir”, “aspect” and
“carrier”. The pattern is expanded based on the
list of seed term synonyms. Finally, each seed
term generates a set of K+1 variants (the seed term
plus its close terms). Thus, if a pattern contains two
seed terms generating K+1 variants each, we obtain
K+1K+1 combinations. We set K at 15, as a trade-
off between the amount of input information and
limited manual curation.

Manual lexical expansion (step 3) At the previ-
ous step, the K closest terms provided by the word
embedding model were considered as seed term
synonyms by default. At this step, we use expert
knowledge to validate this assumption and enhance
the lexical expansion at different steps:

1. Manual validation of the list of variants (K
closest terms) generated automatically; terms
judged as irrelevant or not specific enough
regarding the sentence category are removed.

2. Adding a new term, if not present in the initial
list of variants;

3. Merging seed terms (and their corresponding
variants), when they are considered as syn-
onyms.

The variants “supplier”, “main”, and “aspect”
were considered as irrelevant by the expert and
removed. The expert further added the variants
“origin” and “cause” (Figure 1).

Structure expansion (step 4) The final step of
manual curation consists of modifying the rigid
contextual surrounding to improve the generalisa-
tion of patterns. A common approach is to use
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wildcards, i.e. symbols representing optional or
specific characters and words in pattern match-
ing. For instance, the pattern NOUN(source) of
the NOUN(infection) could be replaced by:

NOUN(source) (W)? NOUN(infection)

The symbol (W)? indicates that NOUN(source)
and NOUN(infection) can be separated by zero
or more words. A major shortcoming of using
wildcards is that syntactic information is not taken
into account: the previous pattern only matches
the source (or its variants) followed by the term
infection (or its variants) but is not able to detect
“the infection’s source”, for instance.

Thus, we proposed to expand the pattern struc-
ture based on the syntactic dependence between
terms. More precisely, we modified the pattern
structure when two (or more) seed terms were im-
mediately syntactic dependent, i.e. connected by
a single arc in the dependency tree (e.g. the sub-
ject of a verb, the adjective of a noun, etc.). In the
previous example, the new pattern is:

NOUN(source) has immediate syntactic depen-
dant NOUN(infection) (PE3)

This new pattern is now able to match both
“the source of the infection” and “the infection’s
source”. This approach has two advantages re-
garding pattern generalisation. First, as shown in
the previous example, it increases the recall, as
it does not rely on a specific sequence of terms
such as wildcards. Second, the immediate syntac-
tic relation a more fine-grained understanding of
the meaning, thus avoiding irrelevant matches.

The analysis, including pattern-matching and
generation of syntactic dependencies, was done
using spaCy, i.e. a free open-source library for
NLP in Python (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). We
chose spaCy because it provides a pattern-matching
function that readily allows pattern creation and
enrichment. Syntactic relations were based on the
spaCy dependency parser.

3.3 Evaluation

The pattern-based approach is particularly relevant
for under-represented classes containing highly pre-
cise information, which may be hard to identify
by supervised methods. In this context, we evalu-
ated the pattern-based approach on two Information
type classes, i.e. Concern and risk factors (CRF)

and Transmission pathway (TP). As seed sentences,
we extracted 15% of an initial set of sentences be-
longing to the same class. The number of seed
sentences was 16 (among 110) and 10 (among 69),
respectively.

As shown in Figure 1, we evaluated the pattern
performances after each expansion step in terms
of recall, precision and F-measure. Here, as we
focused on two categories, we evaluated the pat-
tern approach as a binary classification—a sentence
is classified as TP (resp. CRF) if it matches at
least one TP (resp. CRF) patterns (positive sen-
tence). Otherwise it is considered a negative sen-
tence. We excluded seed sentences from the eval-
uation to avoid artificial positive matches. The
testing dataset hence respectively consisted of 59
positive and 1,025 negative sentences for TP, and
94 positive and 990 negative sentences for CRF
categories.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Pattern-based retrieval

At step 1, the expert extracted 9 and 12 patterns
from TP and CRF seed sentences, respectively (Ta-
ble 2). No identifiable pattern could be found in
two sentences (one in each category). In the CRF
category, three sentences had the same pattern. Af-
ter step 3 (manual lexical expansion), the num-
ber of terms represented 27% (65/240) and 68%
(113/165) of the terms generated automatically in
TP and CRF classes, respectively. For the same
final number of patterns (7), the number of term
variants in the CRF class was twofold higher in the
CRF class than in the TP class.

Tables 3 and 4 show the performances of the
pattern-based approach for the retrieval of TP and
CRF sentences. The first extracted patterns (PS)
retrieved only 7% (4/59) of sentences and 47%
(44/94) of CRF sentences.

In both classes, the precision decreased after the
automatic lexical expansion (step 2) and increased
after the manual expansion (step 3).

Manual and automatic pattern expansion did not
impact the TP and CRF recall in similar ways. In
the TP class, lexical expansions obtained mitigate
improvement in recall, reaching a maximum value
of 0.36 after step 3. The syntactic expansion in-
creased the number of retrieved sentences by 179%
(28 to 78 sentences), thus obtaining the highest
recall of all steps (0.68).

In the CRF class, the automatic lexical expan-
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Table 2: Numbers of patterns and terms at the different pattern expansion steps for both Transmission pathway
(TP) and Concern and risk factor (CRF) categories. PS , PE1, PE2 and PE3 correspond to the seed patterns, and
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd expansions, respectively.

TP CRF
PS PE1 PE2 PE3 PS PE1 PE2 PE3

No. of
9 9 7 7 12 12 8 7patterns

No. of terms
16 240 65 65 11 165 113 113(seeds and variants)

sion reached a recall of 0.80. Manual lexical and
syntactic expansion did not improve the recall but
contributed to increasing the precision from 0.33
to 0.53. The syntactic expansion did not impact the
number sentences retrieved (+0.7%).

These results were consistent with the character-
istics of the patterns extracted from both TP and
CRF classes at the first step. In the CRF category,
the seed terms mostly consisted of a noun such as
threat, risk, or fear (14 out of 16 seed sentences).
The recall stability among the lexical and syntac-
tic expansion steps confirmed that CRF sentences
were homogeneous regarding their syntactic struc-
ture and vocabulary. On the contrary, the extracted
TP patterns were more complex. Seed terms mostly
consisted of a verbal-linguistic structure such as
“could have been brought by”. Such syntactic struc-
tures were not generalizable, as highlighted by the
poor recall at the first step.

4.2 Error analysis

Our results indicated that both lexical and syntactic
features were crucial for improving the retrieval
quality by the pattern-based approach. Yet the rela-
tive importance of each expansion step depended
on semantic and syntactic specificity of each cat-
egory. The manual curation by an expert allowed
filtering out of irrelevant terms automatically gener-
ated by the word embedding model, thus improving
the precision. However, the final precision (after
step 4) did not exceed 0.53, indicating that some
patterns were ambiguous and not sufficiently class-
specific. This constraint was offset by the fact that
we aimed to minimize the number of false-negative
instances.

To understand what impacted the final recall,
we manually evaluated the sentences not detected
by the pattern-based approach (false negative sen-
tences).

We found that 13/19 and 11/20 sentences were

based on identifiable patterns that were not cap-
tured as seed patterns in step 1, in TP and CRF
classes, respectively. For instance, four TP sen-
tences referred to ongoing investigations about the
outbreak’s cause. Indeed, the term “investigators”
was present in one of the seed sentences but was
not identified by the expert as specific to the TP
category.

In the second group of sentences (5/19 and 9/20
sentences), no specific patterns could be identified
in, for instance:
“The minister said in one case a man bought meat
from Ukraine and gave the water he washed the
meat in to his pigs, which got sick and died.”

This type of sentence underlines the limitations
of the pattern-based approach. The classifica-
tion decision is based only on matching with pre-
defined terms (pattern seed terms), which are some-
times not sufficient to capture the whole semantics
of the sentences. We hypothesise that supervised
classification that takes all the sentence terms into
account may perform better in such cases.

Eventually, one last TP sentence was not de-
tected because it contained the pronoun “it” in ref-
erence to the disease, which did not match the list
of expanded terms. This classic NLP problem is
known as a noun phrase coreference resolution (Ng
and Cardie, 2002). It highlights one limitation of
the sentence-based approach in which references
to entities are not inferred from other sentences.
Further work could be focused on coreference res-
olution at the corpus level.

As a lexical expansion, we relied on terms auto-
matically generated by the word embedding mod-
els. While a lot of retrieved terms were highly
relevant, i.e. semantically close to the seed term,
a substantial number of them were irrelevant, as
shown by the drop in the number of variants after
expert validation (step 3). A well-known alternative
to retrieve term variants is the use of an external lex-
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Table 3: Performances of the patterns for TP sentence retrieval in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. The
variation in the percentage corresponds to the change from the previous step.

PS PE1 PE2 PE3

Sentences
7 32 (+357%) 28 (-12,5%) 78 (+179%)retrieved (nb)

Precision 0.57 (4/7) 0.25 (10/32) 0.75 (21/28) 0.50 (39/78)
Recall 0.07 (4/59) 0.17 (10/59) 0.36 (21/59) 0.68 (40/59)
F-measure 0.12 0.20 0.49 0.58

Table 4: Performances of the patterns for CRF sentence retrieval in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. The
variation in the percentage corresponds to the change from the previous step.

PS PE1 PE2 PE3

Sentences
70 227 (+224%) 138 (-39%) 139 (+0.7%)retrieved (nb)

Precision 0.63 (44/70) 0.33 (75/227) 0.52 (72/138) 0.53 (74/139)
Recall 0.47 (44/94) 0.80 (75/94) 0.77 (72/94) 0.79 (74/94)
F-measure 0.53 0.47 0.62 0.63

ical database such as case WordNet (Luhn, 1958).
However, as highlighted by Ibekwe-Sanjuan et al.,
2011, WordNet is not domain-specific and may
fail to provide appropriate words. For instance, the
seed term “source” has “beginning”, “root” and “in-
formant” among its synonyms in WordNet. Word
embedding models are also prone to generate irrel-
evant terms, i.e. not only retrieving synonyms but
also antonyms, derived forms, hyper and hyponyms
(Nooralahzadeh et al., 2018). Besides, there is no
consensus regarding the number of terms to retrieve
(K). Ghosh et al., 2017 used the top-5 terms to ex-
pand medical expression patterns. Relying on the
same K for all seed terms unavoidably overlooks
some relevant terms, or retrieves irrelevant ones, as
the number of variants varies between terms. An
alternative could be to set a minimum threshold for
the cosine similarity value (Rekabsaz et al., 2017).
But determining whether the similarity score ob-
tained from word embedding is indicative of term
synonymy is still an open question. Leeuwenberg
et al., 2016 showed that cosine similarity alone is a
bad indicator to determine if two words are synony-
mous. They proposed a new measure, i.e. relative
cosine similarity, which calculates similarity rela-
tive to other cosine-similar words in the corpus.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an incremental approach
to generate patterns for sentence-based retrieval, in

the context of animal disease surveillance. The
role of the expert was crucial to pinpoint the ir-
relevant terms generated by the word embedding
model. Besides, the time cost of manual curation
was minimal, as it mostly consisted of validating
or adding terms. This time depends directly on the
threshold chosen for top K retrieved terms. The
use of syntactic dependency was easy to imple-
ment, thus alleviating the cost and bias of wildcard
fine-tuning.

Contrary to the supervised approach, the pattern-
based method is not hampered by so-called “black
box” problems and can be easily enhanced by ex-
pert knowledge. Besides, even though it was not
evaluated in this study, it is suitable for multi-label
sentences as a sentence can match patterns from
several classes. In future work, we aim at evaluat-
ing the pattern-based method on a new and larger
corpus of news. Besides, it would be interesting to
compare the pattern-based results with supervised
sentence-based classifiers. We also think that the
advantages of each method could be synergistic.
A promising perspective could thus be to evaluate
how to jointly take full advantage the strength of
both methods. Cui et al., 2019 proposed an interest-
ing approach to combine both supervised learning
and manually built patterns and rules. They ap-
plied heuristic-based regular expression when the
prediction confidence of the supervised classifier
confidence was less than a specific threshold. Such
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an approach may help enhance the performance
of Information retrieval in the event-based surveil-
lance context.
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